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Motivation
 Forward guidance on the future path of policy rates has become a key policy tool

for central banks over the past decade

 Widespread consensus amongst central bankers and academics that forward

guidance should continue being part of CBs toolkit going forward (Blinder et al
(2017))

 But less agreement on how it should be implemented, in particular if it should be

qualitative or quantitative in nature (Ehrmann et al (2019))

 This paper contributes to the debate by assessing quantitative forward guidance

through interest rate projections
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Outline
 Assess quantitative forward guidance through interest rate projections along four

main dimensions

• Predictability – do markets anticipate central bank paths?
• Credibility – do unexpected changes to the path move markets?
• Consistency – are CB interest rate paths consistent with macro projections?
• Redundancy- do CB interest rate paths provide information on top of macro
projections?
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Data
 Irregular frequency

o Number of path releases by each central bank
 Notations:

o

,

: central bank projection at time t for interest rate at

o

,

: market (risk-neutral) expectation
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o Timing
o
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-1: day prior to projection release
: previous projection release date
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Predictability and credibility: Estimation
 Predictability

Weight on the previous day’s market path measures anticipation by markets
 Credibility

Impact of CB path surprise on market path measures credibility
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Predictability and credibility: Results

 Predictability: CB projections anticipated by markets to significant extent

• Revisions in projections are significantly related to repricing in market
expectations (weight varies from 0.3 – 0.75)
 Credibility: Surprise in CB projections affect market path in a significant way.

• The pass-through is around 0.1-0.2 rather than 1, suggesting limited
effectiveness as well as limited impairment of market function
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Predictability and credibility over forecasting horizons

Predictability

Credibility

 Both predictability and credibility decrease with the forecasting horizon
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Consistency and redundancy: Estimation
 Consistency

 Taylor-type reaction function for CB policy rate path
 Estimation by OLS and by Tobit taking into account ELB constraint
 Redundancy

 Impact of CB path surprise on market path controlling for revision in
macro projections
 Focus on Norway and U.S. where CB projections of output gap or

unemployment rate gap are available
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Consistency: Results
 CB projections are consistent

with a stabilising Taylor rule
linking policy rate and macro
projections.

 Taylor principle of a more than

proportional
response
of
policy
rate
to
inflation
projections fulfilled
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Redundancy: Results

 CB policy rate path surprise affects market path also controlling for macro

projections
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Conclusions
 Quantitative forward guidance through interest rate projections seems

effective but with limitations

o Predictable: well but not fully anticipated by markets
o Credible: path surprises move markets but in a limited way
o Consistent: projections linked to macro projections through a stabilising
Taylor rule
o Not redundant: Controlling for revisions in macro projections does not
eliminate the effects of path surprises on market expectations
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